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A B S T R A C T

Quantum behaviors of protons in terms of tunneling and zero-point motion have significant ef-
fects on the macroscopic properties, structure, and dynamics of water even at room temperature
or higher. In spite of tremendous theoretical and experimental efforts, accurate and quantitative
description of the nuclear quantum effects (NQEs) is still challenging. The main difficulty lies in
that the NQEs are extremely susceptible to the structural inhomogeneity and local environments,
especially when interfacial systems are concerned. In this review article, we will highlight the
recent advances of scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy (STM/S), which allows the
access to the quantum degree of freedom of protons both in real and energy space. In addition, we
will also introduce recent development of ab initio path-integral molecular dynamics (PIMD)
simulations at surfaces/interfaces, in which both the electrons and nuclei are treated as quantum
particles in contrast to traditional ab initio molecular dynamics (MD). Then we will discuss how
the combination of STM/S and PIMD are used to directly visualize the concerted quantum tun-
neling of protons within the water clusters and quantify the impact of zero-point motion on the
strength of a single hydrogen bond (H bond) at a water/solid interface. Those results may open
up the new possibility of exploring the exotic quantum states of light nuclei at surfaces, as well as
the quantum coupling between the electrons and nuclei.

1. Introduction

1.1. Nuclear quantum effects (NQEs)

Water is vital to human’s daily life and has been extensively investigated throughout the history of science. However, the mo-
lecular-level understanding of the structure and many unusual properties of water still remains a great challenge in spite of the
persistent development of new scientific instruments and theoretical methods. The mystery of water mainly arises from the
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intermolecular hydrogen-bonding (H-bonding) interaction. It is well known that H bonds have a strong classic component coming
from electrostatics. However, its quantum component can be exceptionally prominent due to the quantum motion of light H nuclei
(proton), which play important roles in the structure, dynamics, and macroscopic properties of H-bonded materials [1–10]. There-
fore, the accurate assessment of NQEs has been a key issue for the understanding of many extraordinary physical and chemical
properties of water.

The NQEs of water mainly arise from quantum tunneling and zero-point motion (ZPM) of protons. In water, the H atom links two
oxygen atoms via a covalent bond at one side and a H bond at the other side. Classically, the covalent bond and H bond could be
switched through over-barrier proton hopping, as shown in Fig. 1a. Nevertheless, such a switching can be also realized by proton
tunneling (Fig. 1a) when the height and width of the potential barrier is sufficiently small, which has been observed in many H-
bonded systems [1,11–17]. Another quantum nature of proton is ZPM or quantum fluctuation. Unlike classical particles, which are
localized in the local minimum of potential well, protons constantly fluctuate at zero-point energy (ZPE) state due to the Heisenberg
uncertainty principle. In a harmonic potential well, the ZPM is symmetric, making the averaged position of the proton coincides with
the local minimum of potential well (Fig. 1b). However, the real potential profile of OeH⋯O has an anharmonic character. The
anharmonic ZPM of H nuclei causes the OeH covalent bond to expand with respect to the case under harmonic potential, thus the H-
bonding strength is enhanced (Fig. 1b). Once the reaction barrier of the proton transfer is significantly reduced, the ZPE plays a
decisive role. In this situation, the proton will be totally delocalized and equally shared by the oxygen atoms, leading to a symmetric
H bond (Fig. 1c).

1.2. The impact of NQEs on the structure and properties of water and ice

The NQEs usually show up in isotopic substitution experiments. When replacing hydrogen (H) atoms with heavier deuterium (D)
atoms, macroscopic properties of water exhibit significant isotope effects, which have been explicitly summarized in a recent review
[7]. For example, the melting temperature is increased by 3.82 K upon substituting D with H [18,19] and the temperature of the
maximum density is 7.21 K higher in D2O compared with H2O [20,21]. Upon deuteration, the viscosity increases 23% accompanied
by a 23% decrease in water diffusion [19,20,22,23]. Spectroscopic studies of liquid water at ambient temperature provide evidence
that D2O is more structured than H2O [2,24–27]. These observations suggest that the H-bonding strength is enhanced when ex-
changing H with D, namely, the NQEs incline to weaken the H-bonding strength in liquid water at room temperature. However, the
opposite trend appears at higher temperature [18,28] and conflicting theoretical simulations also exist [29]. So far, a consensus is not
reached and it remains an open question how large the quantum component of H bond is.

The NQEs in water/ice become more prominent at low temperature or when the OeO distance of water molecules is small
[1,30,31], for example, under high pressure, confined in the nano-cavity or at interfaces. The proton dynamics in ice Ih (hexagonal
ice) and ice Ic (cubic ice) does not freeze out even down to 5 K, suggesting the existence of the concerted proton tunneling [17].
However, the direct evidence of the concerted proton tunneling is still lacking and under debate [11,17,32–34]. In particular, high-
pressure ice has received considerable attention since the intermolecular distance can be continuously tuned by applying high
pressure. As the pressure is increased, the ice undergoes phase transition from ice VIII to ice VII, which is believed to be driven by
proton tunneling [1]. Symmetric ice X appears at even higher pressure as a result of zero-point fluctuations, in which the proton sits
exactly halfway between the two oxygen atoms [1,35–37].

The adsorption of water on various solid surfaces gained extensive attention as well, as it is ubiquitous in nature and plays a
crucial role in a great many environmental, biophysical, catalysis and even technological processes [3,38–44]. The distance between
adjacent water molecules is subjected to the atomic arrangement of the surfaces because of the water-substrate interaction. Li et al.
reported the substrate dependent NQEs of the H bond by quantum calculations, where the magnitude of proton delocalization
between two oxygen atoms was determined by the substrate lattice constant, resulting in partially (on Pt(111) and Ru(0001)) or
totally (on Ni(111)) symmetric H bonds [45]. Meanwhile, Kumagai et al. discovered the symmetric H bond in a water-hydroxyl
complex on Cu(110) from real-space experiments [46]. In addition, the high diffusion rate of water dimers on Pd(111) at low

(a) (c)(b)

Fig. 1. Nuclear quantum effects of H bond. (a) Symmetric double-well potential of interconversion between covalent bond and H bond via proton transfer. Red and
blue double-ended arrows denote over-barrier hopping and quantum tunneling of proton, respectively. The zero-point motion (quantum fluctuation) of protons is
depicted by dotted green lines. (b) Schematic of the harmonic (red) and anharmonic (blue) zero-point motion of the proton. r0 denotes the equilibrium OeH distance
under the harmonic potential. (c) Reduction of the reaction barrier leading to the proton delocalization and, consequently, symmetric H bond.
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temperature [47] was supposed to arise from the H-bonding tunneling dynamics of the dimer [48]. Then proton tunneling processes
were visualized in a water dimer adsorbed on a Cu(110) surface [49].

Interestingly, water under nano-confinement shows many anomalous behaviors [50–61]. For example, extremely fast proton
transport through nanochannels and exceedingly wide-range phase transition temperature of water confined in carbon nanotubes
were reported [50,51,53,61]. Water confined in a carbon nanotube shows the signature of proton delocalization at low temperature
[56]. More strikingly, it was recently found that a single water molecule confined inside a hexagonal shaped channel of the gemstone
beryl exhibited a new quantum state, in which the proton is delocalized and tunnels between the six symmetrically equivalent
positions [60].

1.3. NQEs in other H-bonded materials and biological systems

Besides water, NQEs exist in other H-bonded materials as well. In the recently discovered superconducting hydrogen sulfide (H3S)
system, which shows the highest superconducting transition temperature Tc of 203 K under high pressure, there is a pronounced
isotope effect on Tc [62]. In addition, it was revealed that the superconducting phase only emerged upon H-bond symmetrization, in
which the H atoms reside exactly midway between two sulfur atoms [5]. When the protons are treated as quantum particles, the
symmetrization pressure will be greatly lowered due to the ZPM of the protons. Therefore, NQEs influence the superconducting phase
diagram of hydrogen sulfide dramatically [5]. NQEs could also influence H-bonding interactions and consequently the structure of
other H-bonded materials, for instance, hydrogen fluoride (HF) systems [63,64], cyclohexane (C6H12) molecules and superstructures
on metal surfaces [65], protonated and hydroxylated water [30,31].

NQEs also play key roles in many biological processes such as DNA tautomerization [66–68] and enzyme catalysis reactions
[69–74]. It was shown that the enzyme-catalyzed reaction was dominated by proton tunneling [75] and exhibited a large kinetic
isotope effect greater than 100 [76,77]. The enzyme ketosteroid isomerase contains a H-bonded network at its active site, which
facilitates the quantum delocalization of protons, leading to a pronounced isotope effect on its acidity [73]. Another interesting
finding is that protein is more stable in D2O compared with H2O [78,79] and the bacteria can survive in pure D2O environment [80].

Now we can clearly see that NQEs could not just be treated as corrections to the classical H bond interactions. Instead, NQEs could
have a decisive impact in the structure, dynamics, and macroscopic properties of H-bonded materials and biological systems.
Although the studies of NQEs in water and aqueous systems have been summarized in several excellent reviews [4,7–9], the accurate
and quantitative description of NQEs is very scarce mainly due to the great challenge in pursuing a proper treatment of the nuclear
motion at a quantum mechanical level in theory and the lack of atomic-scale experimental techniques for condensed phases. In this
review, we focused on the atomic-scale investigation of NQEs of surface water with the recently advanced STM technique and PIMD
calculation method.

1.4. Experimental and theoretical challenges of studying NQEs

Theoretically, one needs to go beyond the traditional “ball-and-stick” model for the description of the chemical bonding inter-
actions [81]. The most rigorous treatment resides on generating a high-dimensional potential energy surface (PES) for all nuclear
degrees of freedom in the configuration space and solving the corresponding Schrödinger equation for the many-body entity of the
nuclei. Because of the scaling problem, the targeting systems are normally restricted to very small ones related to gas phase reactions
[82–84]. Starting from the 1980s, an alternative treatment based on the Feynman’s path-integral representation of the quantum
mechanics has earned popularity in simulations of large molecular and condensed matter systems [30,31,45,85–102]. Simulations on
the influence of NQEs on H bonds, on surface geometries and reactions, and surface water emerged and started to shed light on the
atomic level details of these problems [7,29,32,63,64,103–111]. Despite enormous theoretical efforts toward pursuing proper
treatment of the nuclear motion at a quantum mechanical level, accurate and quantitative description of NQEs on the H-bonding
interaction has proven to be experimentally challenging.

Conventional experimental methods of studying NQEs are summarized in Table 1, such as sum-frequency generation (SFG) [126], X-
ray diffraction (XRD) [2,35], nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [11], neutron scattering [60,112–114,120,134,135], and so on. Spec-
troscopic studies offer valuable insights into the nuclear quantum behaviors of H-bonded materials. However, those techniques have poor
spatial resolution and only measure the average properties of many H bonds, which are susceptible to structural inhomogeneity and local
environments [15,136]. Subsequently, the spatial variation and interbond coupling of H bonds lead to spectral broadening, which on the
one hand results in the difficulty of spectral assignment, on the other hand may easily smear out the subtle details of NQEs.

Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) is a promising tool to probe the NQEs of surface water at the atomic-level, with sub-
Ångström spatial resolution [137–139], single-bond vibrational sensitivity [140–142] and atom/molecule manipulation capability
[143,144]. In the past decade, STM has been extensively used to investigate the structure and dynamics of water on solid surfaces
[3,15,40,145–150]. However, it is not easy to apply STM to study the NQEs of surface water. The main reason lies in that STM is
based on the principle of electron quantum tunneling and the tunneling current is only sensitive to the density of states (DOS) of
electrons around the Fermi level (EF) rather than the nuclei. One viable way to probe the NQEs is via electron-nuclei coupling, but
this requires exceptionally high sensitivity of STM to the frontier orbitals. Unfortunately, water is a close-shell molecule, so the
frontier orbitals of adsorbed water are located far away from the EF, resulting in very poor signal-to-noise ratio for imaging and
spectroscopy of STM.

In order to overcome the intrinsic limitation, we have developed a series of experimental techniques based on STM, which allow
us to access the degree of freedom of protons both in real and energy space. As shown in Section 2, we achieved submolecular-
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resolution orbital imaging of water by tuning the tip-water coupling, from which we can discern the OeH directionality of water
monomer and discriminate the H-bonding chirality of water clusters. By developing tip-enhanced inelastic electron tunneling
spectroscopy (IETS) [140,151,152], we obtained the vibrational spectroscopy of water with enhanced signal-to-noise ratio at single
molecule level, which can be employed as an ideal probe for sensing the quantum motion of protons. Theoretically, we have im-
plemented highly efficient path-integral molecular dynamics (PIMD) simulations, in which both electrons and nucleus are treated as
quantum particles (Section 3). Based on those novel techniques and methods, we highlight the possibility of atomic-scale in-
vestigation of NQEs of surface water in the subsequent sections. In Section 4, we directly visualized the concerted quantum tunneling
of protons within the water tetramer by monitoring the reversible interchange of H-bonding chirality in a controlled fashion with a
Cl-terminated tip. The influence of the atomic-scale local environment on the concerted proton tunneling is also discussed. In Section
5, we quantitatively assessed the quantum component of a single H bond at a water-solid interface, revealing that the anharmonic
quantum fluctuations of H nuclei weaken the weak H bonds and strengthen the relatively strong ones. However, this trend could be
reversed when the H bond is strongly coupled to the atomic-scale polar environment. Finally, we summarize the review in Section 6
and provide an outlook for the future investigation of NQEs in water as well as the new possibilities provided by recently developed
scanning probe techniques.

2. Recent advances of STM towards accessing the degree of freedom of protons

2.1. Submolecular-resolution imaging of interfacial water

2.1.1. Background
One basic requirement for studying the NQEs of water by scanning probe methods is to locate in real space the position of protons

within the H-bonded network, such that the motion of the protons can be tracked. This requires the ability to access the internal
degree of freedom of water molecule, namely, to achieve submolecular-resolution imaging. To date, STM has been extensively
applied to image the H-bonding configurations of water at surfaces since the beginning of this century. So far, the majority of the
work is focused on metal surfaces since STM normally requires conductive substrates. The clustering and wetting behavior of water
molecules on noble metal surfaces have been reviewed in Refs. [3,40,145–147]. The structural diversity of water nanoclusters and
overlayers on various metal substrates arises from the delicate interplay between the water-water and water-metal interactions
[153–160].

However, in the previous STM studies it was very difficult to resolve the internal structure of water molecule and discern the OeH
directionality. The main reason is that water is a close-shell molecule and the frontier orbitals of water are located very far away from
the EF. Thus, the water molecule simply acts as an energy barrier for the electrons to tunnel through, thus prohibiting the imaging of
submolecular features. In addition, the strong electronic coupling between the water and the metal substrates may easily smear out
the fine orbital structures of water.

In order to overcome these limitations, we firstly inserted an ultrathin insulating NaCl(001) bilayer between the Au(111) sub-
strate and water molecules to electronically decouple the water molecules from the metal substrate, such that the native molecular

Table 1
Summary of experimental studies of NQEs.

Technique System Exhibition of NQEs Ref(s).

Neutron scattering Supercooled water Proton delocalization [112]
Ice Concerted proton tunneling [17]
Ice and water NQEs on the proton’s delocalization and vibrational properties [113–119]
Nanoconfined water Proton delocalization [56,60,120]
Water in Beryl Proton tunneling [60]

XRD High pressure ice H-bond symmetrization (ice X) [35]
H-bonded materials Isotope effects on the local structure [2,26,121]
Enzyme-catalyzed reaction Proton tunneling [75,122]

EELS Hydrogen atoms on metal surfaces Proton delocalization [10]
Raman spectroscopy High pressure ice H-bond symmetrization (ice X) [28,36]
IR spectroscopy High pressure ice H-bond symmetrization (ice X) [123,124]

Cyclohexane on Rh(111) NQEs on the H-bond (CeH⋯Metal) interaction [65]
Brillouin spectroscopy High pressure ice H-bond symmetrization (ice X) [125]
SFG Interfacial water (HOD) NQEs on the bond orientation [126]
Rotational spectroscopy Water hexamer prism Concerted proton tunneling [16]
Dielectric measurement Ice Concerted proton tunneling [34]
NMR Solid p-tert-butyl calix arene Concerted proton tunneling [11]
STM Single hydrogen atoms on Cu(001) Proton tunneling [13]

Heave atoms and molecules on Cu(111) Quantum tunneling [127–129]
Water dimer and hydroxyl complexes on Cu(110) Proton tunneling [14,49,130]
Water–hydroxyl complex on Cu(110) H-bond symmetrization [46]
Water tetramer on NaCl(001) Concerted proton tunneling [131]
Water monomer on NaCl(001) NQEs on the H bond strength [132]
Porphycene molecule on Ag(110) Proton tunneling [133]
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orbitals of water are mostly preserved (Fig. 2a). Second, STM tip was employed as a top gate to enhance the molecular DOS of water
around the EF in a controlled fashion via tip-water coupling (Fig. 2b). These key steps enabled us to image the frontier molecular
orbitals of water molecules near the zero bias, which are spatially locked together with its geometric structure. The submolecular-
resolution orbital images not only allow the direct identification of the topology of the H-bonded network, but also open up the
possibility of accessing the degree of freedom of protons in real space. The details are described in the following.

2.1.2. Methods
The experiments were performed in an ultra-high vacuum low temperature STM (Createc, Germany) with the base pressure better

than 5×10−11 mbar. The Au(111) single crystal was cleaned by repeatedly sputtering with Argon ion at 1 keV and followed an-
nealing at about 900 K for 10 min, forming a Au(111)-22×√3 reconstructed surface. The NaCl (Sigma Aldrich, 99.999%) was then
evaporated thermally from a Knudsen-cell at a temperature of 720 K onto the Au(111) surface held at room temperature for 2 min.
The ultrapure H2O (Sigma Aldrich, deuterium-depleted) was further purified under vacuum by freeze-pumpthaw cycles to remove
remaining impurities. The H2O molecules were dosed in situ onto the Au-supported NaCl(001) surface at 5 K or 77 K through a dosing
tube, which pointed toward the sample from a distance of about 6 cm. The subsequent STM measurements were performed at 5 K or
77 K with electrochemically etched tungsten tips, which were cleaned by alternating annealing and sputtering before the experi-
ments. The STM tip is further optimized in situ by applying voltage pulse (2–10 V) and repeatedly indenting into the Au surface until
the STM images shows sharp contrast at the step edges. Bias voltage refers to the sample voltage with respect to the tip. All STM
topographic images were obtained in constant current mode. The scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) dI/dV spectra were acquired
using lock-in detection of the tunneling current by adding a 10mVrms modulation at 250 Hz to the sample bias. Image processing was
performed by Nanotec WSxM [161].

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed using Vienna ab initio simulation package code (VASP) [162,163] to
study the adsorption configuration of water monomers and nanoclusters on the NaCl surface. Van der Waals (vdW) corrections for
dispersion forces were considered within the vdW-DF scheme by using the optB88-vdW method [164]. Projector augmented-wave
pseudopotentials [165] were used together with a plane wave basis set and a cutoff energy of 550 eV for the expansion of the
electronic wave functions. In the DFT calculation, we constructed a NaCl/Au coincidence structure by superposing a NaCl (2× 2)

unit cell on a ( )3 1
1 3 superstructure of the Au(111) substrate with a residual strain of about 5%. To match the square symmetry of the

NaCl(001) lattice, the angle of the ( )3 1
1 3 supercell of the Au(111) substrate was changed from 82° to 90°. The Au substrate was

modelled by a four-layer slab and a bilayer NaCl(001) slab with a lattice constant of 5.665 Å was used.

2.1.3. Orbital imaging of water monomers
STM image of clean Au(111) shows the characteristic 22×√3 reconstructed surface, where the atoms of surface layer occupy both

the hcp and the fcc sites (Fig. 3a). The domain walls between the hcp and the fcc regions form the so-called herringbone structures.
The NaCl inclines to nucleate at the step edges of the Au(111) substrate with a carpet-like growth mode and forms bilayer(001)-
terminated islands (Fig. 3b) [166]. Recently, Mattaei et al. have clarified that the carpet-like growth mode is driven by the max-
imization of electrostatic interaction between the NaCl nanostructure and a metal step edge, and not its minimization [167]. In the
atomically resolved STM image of the NaCl film (inset of Fig. 3b), the Cl− anions are visualized as round protrusions and the Na+

cations are invisible because of the higher DOS around the EF at the Cl− sites than the Na+ sites [168].
Upon dosing water on Au(111)-supported NaCl(001) surfaces at 5 K, the water molecules were frozen on the surface, leading to

the formation of isolated water monomers appearing as bright protrusions in the STM image (Fig. 3c). The water monomer exhibited
symmetric double-lobe structures with two orthogonal adsorption orientations (Fig. 3d and e). With the square lattice of the

Tip Au(111)

Vac NaClH O

LUMO

HOMO

2

EF
E  -e|V|F

E  +e|V|F

)b()a(

Fig. 2. The mechanism of orbital imaging of water molecules. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup. The insulating NaCl(001) bilayer between the Au(111)
substrate and water molecule electronically decouples the water molecule from the metal substrate. The double-ended blue arrows in (a) denote the tip-water coupling.
(b) Double-barrier single-molecule junction of water. The broadenings of HOMO and LUMO (green and red dashed curves) are induced by the coupling of the HOMO
and LUMO with the tip (double-ended green and red arrows). The single-ended green and red arrows denote the flowing directions of tunneling currents at the positive
and negative biases, respectively. Reproduced from Ref. [175] with permission.
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underling NaCl surface superimposed, we found that the water monomer adsorbed on the top site of Na+ along the orientation of
Na+-Cl− direction. DFT calculations revealed that water monomer adsorbed on the NaCl surface with a “standing” configuration
with one OH pointing upwards to the vacuum, the other OH pointing toward the NaCl surface (Fig. 3f and g), which is stabilized by
the long-range van der Waals forces from the Au substrate and against the “flat” configuration of water monomers on metal and NaCl
surfaces reported previously [169–171].

Fig. 4a is the calculated projected density of states (PDOS) for a water monomer adsorbed on the Au-supported NaCl(001) films.
Due to the decoupling effect of NaCl bilayer, the native molecular orbitals of water are mostly preserved and the broadenings of the
HOMO and LUMO are very small. It is obvious that the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital (LUMO) locate far away from the EF, resulting in negligible DOS of the water molecule within the energy range of± 2 V. In
principle, one can directly image the HOMO and LUMO through resonant tunneling, just as demonstrated for organic molecules on
NaCl surface [137]. However, this method is not applicable to water molecules, since the water would become unstable under such
large bias voltages because of vibrational excitation induced by high-energy inelastic tunneling electrons [15,151].

We found that STM tip may electronically couple with the water molecule in agreement with the Newns-Anderson model [172],
resulting in the enhancement of molecular DOS around EF [173]. The calculated PDOS of water monomer with the tip-molecule
coupling included exhibited considerable broadening and shift of the HOMO and LUMO towards EF (Fig. 4b). The tail states below
−0.5 eV and the states around EF are mostly of HOMO character, whereas the states around 0.6 eV are mostly of LUMO character
(Fig. 4c). As the tip approaches the monomer, both the HOMO- and LUMO-like states near the EF are enhanced owing to the increased
tip-molecule coupling. Those features were further confirmed by measuring the dI/dV spectra on the water monomer at different tip-
water distances (Fig. 4d).

It is worth to mention that HOMO/LUMO bias polarity is reversed when comparing the calculation results (Fig. 4c) with the
experimental findings (Fig. 4d). In our experiment, the bias voltage was applied to the sample as shown in the STM set-up (Fig. 2).
Normally, HOMO is located at negative bias and LUMO appears at positive bias. However, this is the case for strong molecule-
substrate interaction and negligible tip-molecule coupling. In contrast, the decoupling effect provided by NaCl film leads to negligible
coupling between the molecule and the Au substrate and the tip-molecule coupling is dominant. Thus, the role of tip and Au substrate
are inverted, the tip could be considered as a “nano-substrate” and the Au substrate becomes a “macroscopic tip”, leading to the
observation of HOMO at positive bias and LUMO at negative bias.

Fig. 5a is a typical high-resolution STM image obtained at a positive bias voltage, showing a double-lobe structure, which agrees
perfectly with the calculated HOMO of the water monomer (Fig. 5d). When switching to negative bias, the double-lobe structure
almost fades away and an egg-shaped lobe emerges within the nodal plane (Fig. 5b), closely resembling the calculated LUMO feature
of the water monomer (Fig. 5e). More interestingly, the HOMO and LUMO can be imaged simultaneously by choosing an appropriate
bias voltage (Fig. 5c). It is worth noting that such a composite STM image does not correspond to a simple superposition of the HOMO
and LUMO (Fig. 5f), but probably arises from the interference effect between the tunneling paths through the two orbitals.
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Au(111)(a) NaCl(001)(b)
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Fig. 3. Water monomers adsorbed on the Au-supported NaCl(001) films. (a) STM image of the Au(111) 22×√3 reconstruction surface with herringbone structures. The
inset is the atomically resolved STM image of Au(111) substrate. The size of the inset is 3× 3 nm2. (b) STM topography of bilayer NaCl(001) islands supported by the
Au(111) substrate. The inset is zoom-in STM image of NaCl(001) surface with atomic resolution. Cyan dotted lines denote the step edges of the Au(111) substrate. (c)
STM image of water monomers adsorbed on the Au-supported NaCl(001) surface. The single protrusions correspond to individual water monomers. Herringbone
structures of the underlying Au(111) substrate are highlighted by cyan arrows. (d, e) High-resolution STM images of water monomers with orthogonal orientations, in
which the square lattices of NaCl(001) surface arising from the Cl− are superimposed (white grids). (f, g) Calculated adsorption configuration of a water monomer on
NaCl(001)/Au(111) surface. O, H, Au, Cl− and Na+ are denoted by red, white, gold, gray and dark-cyan spheres, respectively. The scanning set points are (a) 1 V,
20 pA; inset: 10mV, 2 nA; (b) 2 V, 9 pA; inset: 50mV, 20 pA; (c–e) 100mV, 50 pA. The STM images were obtained at 5 K. Reproduced from Ref. [175] with permission.
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The submolecular-resolution orbital images allow us to distinguish with high precision the orientation of the water molecule on
the surface, namely, OeH directionality. The symmetric structure with respect to the nodal plane of the HOMO image (Fig. 5a)
indicates that the HOH plane of water is perpendicular to the surface. The egg-shaped LUMO lobe (Fig. 5b) with only one axis of
symmetry, allows us to determine that the flat OH bond of the monomer is oriented along the [010] direction of the NaCl(001)
surface. Those observations are in excellent agreement with the DFT calculation results (Fig. 3f and g). In addition to the symmetric
double-lobe structure, we also observed asymmetric water monomers, whose HOH plane is no longer perpendicular to the NaCl
surface (Fig. 6). This is due to the inhomogeneity of the NaCl surface resulting from the herringbone structures of Au substrate.

The tip-modulated orbital imaging is very sensitive to the tip height and the details of the tip apex. With decreasing tip height, the
HOMO/LUMO features of water monomers gradually emerge and become prominent as a result of enhanced tip-water coupling.
When the tunneling current is fixed, sweeping the bias from positive to negative voltages leads to the gradual change from HOMO to
LUMO features. Fig. 7 shows STM images of different water monomers with three typical types of STM tips. It is obvious that different
tip apexes result in similar HOMO and LUMO features, but with variation of energy scale and different sensitivities to HOMO and
LUMO.

2.1.4. Discrimination of H-bonding chirality of water tetramers
Individual water monomers could be manipulated in a well-controlled manner by a Cl-functionalized STM tip (set point:

V=10mV, I= 150 pA). This provides an efficient way to construct water tetramers and other clusters. The Cl-terminated tip was
obtained by picking up a Cl atom from the NaCl surface (set point: V=5mV and I= 5 nA), which can be confirmed by improved
resolution and the appearance of a single Cl vacancy (Fig. 8). Fig. 9 shows a complete manipulation sequence of assembling the
monomers (Fig. 9a) to form a dimer (Fig. 9c), a trimer (Fig. 9d), and a tetramer (Fig. 9e). We note that the water dimer and trimer are
not very stable such that they can be easily disturbed by the tip during scanning. However, the tetramer is quite stable once formed,
allowing long-term imaging and spectroscopic measurements.

The water tetramer appears as a square protrusion at large tip height (Fig. 10a), then it turns into an equivalent four lobe structure
with decreasing tip-molecule distance (Fig. 10b). DFT calculations show that each water molecule donates and accepts just one H
bond and the other four OH bonds point obliquely upward away from the surface (Fig. 10c and d). The OeO distances in the
calculated water tetramer on NaCl is 2.75 Å. The OeH distance is 1 Å and the hydrogen bond distance (OeH⋯O) is 1.75 Å. The
hydrogen-bond strength could be estimated from the OeH⋯O distance (r) using an empirical relation, = −E r0.134B
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Fig. 4. Gating the HOMO and LUMO states of a water monomer towards the EF via tip-water coupling. (a) PDOS of a water monomer adsorbed on NaCl(001) projected
onto the water molecule. (b) Calculated PDOS of a water monomer with and without tip-water coupling. (c) Zoom in PDOS of water monomer at different tip heights.
The tip height is defined as the vertical distance between the endmost atom of the STM tip and the oxygen atom of water. (d) dI/dV spectra of water monomer
measured at different tip-water separations with the NaCl background signal removed. Z offsets highlighted in (d) are referenced to the gap set with: V=100mV and
I= 50 pA. Reproduced from Ref. [175] with permission.
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and EB in kJ/mol), which is about 27 kJ/mol (280.8meV). Such a cyclic water tetramer contains two degenerate chiral states,
clockwise and anticlockwise H-bonding loops. In a previous work the chirality of H-bonded methanol hexamer was indirectly de-
duced by combining STM with DFT simulations [174]. However, it has been not possible to directly visualize the OeH directionality
and the associated chirality of water nanoclusters. We found that the tip-modulated orbital imaging technique also works for the
water clusters.

Once the tip-water coupling is switched on, the water tetramers exhibit left-handed or right-handed rotation features, corre-
sponding to the two different chiral states of tetramer (Fig. 10e, f and i, j). Upon increasing the tip-water coupling by decreasing the
tip-water separation, surprisingly, each lobe of the tetramer appears as helical structures highlighted by curved dotted arrows
(Fig. 10 g and k). Such helical structures resemble the HOMO of water molecule, which shows the same chiral character because of
the tilt of the HOH plane from the surface normal (Fig. 10 h and l). Indeed, the calculated PDOS of water tetramer adsorbed on NaCl
(001) suggests the broadening and shift of the HOMO towards EF as a result of tip-water coupling, whereas the LUMO is less effected
and stays above 1 eV [175].

Based on the submolecular-resolution orbital images, we are able to discriminate in real space the orientation of water
monomers and the H-bonding directionality of water tetramers. This technique opens up the possibility of determining the
detailed topology of H-bonded networks at water/solid interfaces with atomic precision, which was only possible through
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Fig. 5. Orbital imaging of a water monomer. (a–c) High-resolution STM images of HOMO (a), LUMO (b), HOMO+LUMO (c) of a water monomer. The nodal plane of
the HOMO is highlighted by the cyan arrows in (a). The dashed oval and arrows in (b) denote the egg shape of the LUMO and the faint ring structures arising from the
remaining HOMO, respectively. Set point (a) 100mV, 500 pA; (b) −100mV, 800 pA; (c) −50mV, 550 pA. (d–f) Calculated HOMO(d), LUMO (e), HOMO+LUMO (f)
of a water monomer adsorbed on NaCl(001) by plotting isosurfaces of charge densities integrated over 1 eV of the HOMO/LUMO tail close to EF. O and H atoms of H2O
are denoted by red and light-gray spheres, respectively. The STM images were obtained at 5 K. Reproduced from Ref. [175] with permission.
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theoretical simulations in the past [154,155,160,169–171,176]. The ability to resolve the OeH directionality of water allows us
to track the proton motion in real space, which provides further opportunities for probing the NQEs of protons at the atomic-
scale such as correlated quantum tunneling of multiple protons in a water nanocluster [131], which will be discussed in Section
4. In addition, the tip-modulated orbital-imaging technique reveals new understanding of STM experiments and may be ap-
plicable to a broad range of molecular systems and materials.
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Fig. 6. Orbital imaging of an asymmetric water monomer adsorbed on the surface. (a–d) High-resolution STM images of HOMO (a), HOMO+LUMO (b and c), LUMO
(d) of a water monomer. Set point: (a)10mV, 100 pA; (b) −200mV, 100 pA; (c) −250mV, 100 pA; (d) −300mV, 100 pA. (e, f) Top and side views, respectively, of
the calculated adsorption configuration of an asymmetric water monomer. (g, h) Calculated isosurfaces of the charge density of HOMO and LUMO, respectively. The
STM images were obtained at 5 K. Reproduced from Ref. [175] with permission.
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Fig. 7. Orbital imaging of different water monomers obtained with three different types of tip apex. The bias is inserted in the images and the tunneling current is 250
pA (a), 50 pA (b and c). Different tips show the selectively sensitivity to HOMO and LUMO. The STM images were obtained at 5 K. Reproduced from Ref. [175] with
permission.
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2.1.5. Growth and structure of larger water nanoclusters and 2D ice
When water molecules are dosed on the Au-supported NaCl(001) films at 77 K, they diffuse quickly and aggregate to form some

water nanoclusters of different sizes. We found four typical types of water clusters with regular shape, denoted as I, II, III and IV in
Fig. 11. In addition, larger water clusters with irregular shapes were also observed [177]. In order to identify the structure of these
nanoclusters, we performed high-resolution STM imaging and ab initio DFT calculations.

Fig. 11 shows the high-resolution STM images and the calculated adsorption configurations of the four types of water clusters. The
type-I water cluster corresponds to a water tetramer, which is the same as the one constructed at 5 K. The water tetramer is the most
frequently discovered cluster on the surface and acts as the basic building block to form larger water clusters. The STM images of
type-II, -III and -IV water clusters exhibit interesting bilayer structures, in which the tetramers in the lower layers are connected by
bridging water molecules in the upper layers. Such a bridging mechanism was confirmed by the DFT calculations [177]. The type-IV
water cluster consists of four tetramers, which are interconnected by six bridging water molecules, four at the periphery and two in
the center (Fig. 11d). Interestingly, the pair of inner bridging water molecules results in the formation of a Bjerrum D-type defect
[178,179], where there are two protons between the nearest neighbor oxygen atoms, but they avoid facing each other due to the
repulsive interactions between the two upward H atoms. Such Bjerrum D-type defects have also been observed in water-hydroxyl
layers on Cu(110) [179,180]. The other OH bond of each bridging water molecule points downward, forming H bond with the Cl−

anion so that the Cl− is lifted by ∼0.5 Å from the NaCl surface.
With increasing water coverage, water molecules will eventually wet the NaCl(001) surface and form large-scale 2D ice islands via

the bridging mechanism (Fig. 12a). The magnified STM image of 2D ice appears as an array of paired protrusions with two orthogonal
orientations, one of which is denoted by a dashed white ellipse (Fig. 12b). As an extension of type-IV cluster, the 2D ice overlayer
shows tetragonal bilayer structure, where the tetramer arrays in the lower layer are interconnected by paired bridging water mo-
lecules within the upper layer, giving rise to a large density of Bjerrum-D type defects (Fig. 12c). Those Bjerrum-D type defects
provide a large number of dangling OH bonds, facilitating the nucleation of second-layer ice highlighted by cyan arrows in Fig. 12a.
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Fig. 8. Preparation of a Cl-functionalized tip. (a–c) The Cl-terminated tip was obtained by approaching a bare STM tip to the position of Cl atom of NaCl surface in
close proximity (b) until a Cl atom transfers onto the apex of the STM tip (c). (d) STM image of the NaCl(001) surface acquired with a bare sharp STM tip. The atomic
resolution arising from the Cl− anions is resolved. The cyan arrow denotes the position where the STM tip is positioned. (e) STM image of the same area after the tip is
retracted to the original set point. A Cl atom is missing (denoted by the cyan arrow) and the atomic resolution is improved, indicating that the STM tip is Cl-
functionalized. Set point: (d) 50mV, 100 pA; (e) 50mV, 50 pA. The STM images were obtained at 5 K. Reproduced from Ref. [131] with permission. (For interpretation
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Such a tetragonal bilayer ice structure built from cyclic water tetramers goes well beyond the conventionally simple hexagonal
bilayer model. Recently, similar square ice structure was also observed between the layers of graphene bilayer due to the hydro-
phobic confinement [59]. Notably, the formation of the periodic Bjerrum-D type defects with unusually high density in the 2D ice
strongly violates the Bernal-Fowler-Pauling ice rules [181] and may play a crucial role in catalyzing heterogeneous chemical reac-
tions on water-coated salt surfaces as well as in influencing various phenomena such as heterogeneous ice nucleation, salt dissolution
and caking.

2.2. Single-molecule vibrational spectroscopy of interfacial water

2.2.1. Background
Vibrational spectroscopy has long been employed to characterize the intramolecular and intermolecular interactions of water

[152,182–188], providing a sensitive probe for NQEs of protons in energy space through isotope substitution experiments. Laser-
based techniques, such as infrared and Raman spectroscopy have been used to characterize the NQEs of water in gas and condensed
phases [28,36,185]. As a kind of nonlinear laser spectroscopy, SFG, provides a unique tool to probe NQEs of interfacial water at the
molecular level [126]. In spite of the compatibility to a wide range of environments, these laser-based vibrational spectroscopies also
suffer from the disadvantages of poor spatial resolution and spectral broadening, thus prohibiting the accurate and quantitative
description of the NQEs.

On the other hand, electron spectroscopy could probe molecular vibrations as well via electron-vibration coupling, for example,
electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) and inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy (IETS). IETS was first demonstrated fifty years
ago by Jaklevic and Lambe in metal-metal oxide-metal junctions [189], in which some of the tunneling electrons interact with
vibrations of the molecules at the interface and become inelastic tunneling electrons. Such inelastic processes open a new con-
ductance channel, leading to the change in differential conductance. The vibrational fingerprint can be magnified as prominent peak
and dip that are point-symmetric with respect to the zero bias in the second derivative of current to the bias voltage (d2I/dV2). In
1988, Stipe et al. pushed the sensitivity of IETS down to single- molecule level using STM [140]. Most of STM-IETS measurements
have been performed on molecules whose frontier orbitals are located far away from the EF [151,190,191]. In such off-resonance
cases, the electron-vibration coupling is just a weak perturbation on the elastic scattering picture, leading to a very small cross section
for the vibration excitation and weak IET signals with the differential conductance change of a few percent [192,193].

This limitation is particularly true for close-shell molecules like water. Consequently, vibrational spectroscopy of interfacial water
by STM has been rarely reported. Morgenstern et al. demonstrated the first IETS of water submonolayer on Ag(111) and assigned the
IET features to various vibrational modes of the water molecule [194]. However, the IET signals were too weak to identify the
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Fig. 9. Construction procedure of a water tetramer with the Cl-terminated tip. Water monomers were manipulated by the tip along the trajectories highlighted by the
blue dashed arrows in (a–d). (e) The formation of a water tetramer. Set point of (a–e): 80mV, 50 pA, 5 K. (f) Zoom-in STM image of the constructed water tetramer. Set
point: 20mV, 80 pA, 5 K. Reproduced from Ref. [175] with permission. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
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vibrational modes accurately because of the wide HOMO-LUMO gap of water molecules. In addition, Kumagai et al. obtained IET
spectra of the hydroxyl group and its clusters, which were constructed in a controlled way by STM tip manipulation [14,15,195].
These spectra enabled the precise identification of OH/OD bending and stretching modes. However, the apparent vibrational features
in the IET spectra mainly arose from the interchange motion between different structures of hydroxyl species. Hence, it has been very
difficult to obtain reliable vibrational spectroscopy of water with conventional IETS.

Persson and Baratoff theoretically predicted in 1987 that a differential conductance change of 10% or more could be achieved in
IETS when a molecular resonance happens to be within the bias window of IET process [196]. In such a case, the tunneling electrons
interact strongly with the molecular vibration, termed as resonantly enhanced IETS [196]. In 2009, the resonantly-enhanced IETS
was experimentally realized by Song et al. in a three-terminal single-molecule device by tuning the location of HOMO with respect to
the EF via voltage gating [197]. In a similar way, we show the possibility of gating the frontier orbitals of a water monomer on NaCl
(001) surface with a functionalized STM tip through tip-molecule coupling. The signal-to-noise ratio of the tip-enhanced IETS [132] is
increased by orders of magnitude over the conventional STM-IETS.

2.2.2. Methods
The STM measurements were all performed at 5 K. The scanning tunneling spectroscopy, dI/dV and d2I/dV2 spectra, were ac-

quired simultaneously using a lock-in amplifier by demodulating the first and second harmonics of the tunneling current, respec-
tively. A modulation voltage of 5–7mVrms at 237 Hz was added with the feedback loop open.

To understand the IETS signal theoretically, one needs to study the electronic transport problem taking into account electron's
interaction with molecular vibrations. The experimental IETS of water monomer is analyzed with the transport calculations based on
DFT in combination with nonequilibrium Green’s functions developed in Ref. [198]. We calculate the electronic structure using
SIESTA [199], transport properties using TranSIESTA [200], and electron-vibration coupling and IETS using Inelastica [201].
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Fig. 10. Orbital imaging of water tetramers on NaCl(001)/Au(111) surface. (a, b) STM images of a water tetramer acquired at different tunneling gaps. The white
square grid in (b) denotes the sub-lattice of Cl−. (c, d) Top (c) and side (d) views of the calculated adsorption structure of a tetramer. (e–l) HOMO imaging of a water
tetramer with two different chiral states, anticlockwise (e–h) and clockwise (i–l) H-bonded loops. (e, i) STM images of water tetramer. The four lobes are no longer
equivalent and the boundaries between the four lobes exhibit left-handed (e) or right-handed (i) rotation, which is more evident in the corresponding derivative
images (f and j). (g, k) STM images of the water tetramers with enhanced tip-water coupling. The lobes of the water tetramers shown in (e) and (i) are resolved into
helical structures as highlighted by curved dotted arrows with gradient (high: red, low: cyan). (h, l) Calculated HOMO of the two chiral tetramers by plotting
isosurfaces of charge densities integrated over 1 eV of the HOMO tail close to EF. The chirality of the HOMO resembles that of the helical structures as shown in (g) and
(k). Set point of the STM images: (a) 40mV, 10 pA; (b) 10mV, 50 pA; (e and i) 10mV, 80 pA; (g and k)10mV, 140 pA. The STM images were obtained at 5 K.
Reproduced from Ref. [175] with permission.
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2.2.3. Selective orbital gating of water monomers with a Cl-tip
As shown in the schematic of the experimental setup (Fig. 13a), we measured the IETS of water monomer (D2O) adsorbed on the

Au-supported NaCl(001) surface. The DOD plane of the D2O monomer is perpendicular to the surface with one OD dangling upward,
the other OD forming a H bond with the Cl− of the NaCl surface [175]. As discussed in Section 2.1, the STM tip not only acts as a
probe, but also could modify the molecular DOS around the EF via tip-molecule electronic coupling. This actually offers a viable way
to tune the off-resonance IET process into near-resonance case.

However, we noticed that the terminations of the bare STM tips are usually uncontrollable, which will influence the gating
efficiency of different molecular orbitals [175]. In order to obtain reliable IET spectra in a well-controlled fashion, we functionalized
the tip apex with a Cl atom. We found that the Cl-terminated tip can selectively enhance the HOMO states around EF (Fig. 13b), while
the LUMO is less affected. Compared to the bare metal tip, the orbital gating with a Cl-tip is more efficient because of the strong
coupling between the HOMO with the Cl pz orbital. The STM images of water monomers acquired with a Cl-tip always exhibited a
HOMO-like double-lobe structure with a nodal plane in between (Fig. 13d), while the LUMO was not observed throughout the
accessible bias range (from −400mV to 400mV). In such a near-resonance case (Fig. 13c), the electron-vibration interaction is
resonantly enhanced, leading to the increase of IET cross section. Considering the key role of tip gating in enhancing the IET signals,
we named this technique as tip-enhanced IETS.

2.2.4. Tip-enhanced IETS of D2O monomers
Fig. 14 is the typical tip-enhanced IETS of the D2O monomer on the Au-supported bilayer NaCl(001) surface. At large tip height,

the spectra are featureless (blue curves), simply following the background NaCl signal. When approaching the tip by 80 pm toward
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Fig. 11. High-resolution STM images and schematic models of four types of water clusters. (a) Type-I; (b) type-II; (c) type-III; and (d) type-IV. The first column is the
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(c) 6 mV, 400 pA; (d) 5 mV, 120 pA. The STM images were obtained at 5 K. Reproduced from Ref. [177] with permission.
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the water molecule, additional kinks emerge in the dI/dV spectrum (red). These features are more prominent in the corresponding
d2I/dV2 spectrum and appear as peaks and dips in point symmetry with respect to the zero bias. According to the calculated vi-
brational modes of a water monomer adsorbed on the NaCl (001) surface, we assigned the spectral features to the frustrated rota-
tional (“R”), bending (“B”), and stretching mode (“S”), respectively [132]. The experimental (calculated) energies of those vibrational
modes are: “R” 55meV (40meV), “B” 147meV (140meV), “S” 326meV (310meV).

We found that the IETS of water molecules is very sensitive to the tip position on the water monomer, as shown in Fig. 15. When
the tip was positioned on the nodal plane (black dot), the IET spectrum only shows rather weak vibrational features (black curve). On
the one hand, the molecular DOS is the smallest at the nodal plane, resulting in a very small cross section for vibration excitation in
the IET process. On the other hand, the coupling between the HOMO and Cl pz orbital will be enhanced upon moving the tip a little
bit away from the nodal plane due to their opposite symmetry. In addition, the tip-enhanced IETS is also sensitive to the nature of the
tip apex (Fig. 16). Different tip terminations may selectively gate different molecular orbitals (with different symmetries) to EF.
According to the IETS propensity rules [202,203], only the vibrational modes whose symmetry match those of the molecular orbitals
around EF are detectable in the tip-enhanced IETS.

In addition, the tip-water coupling may have significant influence on the intrinsic energies of the vibrational modes. Indeed, we
found that the stretching modes will red shift with decreasing tip height and can be fitted by inversed exponential functions (Fig. 17).
Extrapolating these curves to infinite tip height allows us to eliminate the tip effect. The resulting energies of D2, D1 and H1
stretching modes are 338.7 ± 0.3, 326.8 ± 0.5 and 446 ± 0.4meV, respectively (for detail discussions about D2/D1 modes, see
Section 5.2). The redshifts or softening of those vibrational modes suggest the increased H-bonding interaction between the tip (the
NaCl substrate) and the water monomer (for details, see Section 5.3).

2.2.5. Lineshape of tip-enhanced IETS
Fig. 18a is the high-resolution IETS at different tip-molecule distances. With decreasing tip height, the intensity of the normalized

IET feature is enhanced by more than one order of magnitude. Meanwhile, the line shape changes gradually from a symmetric dip to
an asymmetric Fano-like shape [204]. In order to understand the underlying physical picture of the apparent two features, we
simulated the IETS of a D2O monomer at different tip heights using the DFT-based transport theory [198,200] (Fig. 18b), which is in
excellent agreement with the experimental data.
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the experiment in this section are referenced to the gap set with V=100mV and I= 50 pA. “R”, “B”, “S” represent water rotational, bending and stretching vibration
mode, respectively. These curves are offset presented in the y axes for clarity and the zero levels of each curve are denoted by the dashed horizontal lines. Reproduced
from Ref. [132] with permission.
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Detailed analysis indicates that both inelastic and new high-order elastic channels become open and determine the lineshape and
spectral intensity of IETS signal. Inelastic process (Fig. 19c) opens an additional transport channel, and contributes to a peak in the
d2I/dV2 signal for positive bias. In contrast, the two high-order elastic processes (Fig. 19a and b) may contribute to a dip due to their
interference with the zero-order elastic tunneling. In the near-resonance case, the high-order elastic processes become more
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Fig. 15. Site-dependent IETS of a D2O monomer. (a) STM image of a water monomer. Set point: V= 100mV, I= 50 pA. (b) dI/dV (c) d2I/dV2 spectra obtained at
different sites. The black (red) curves in (b) and (c) correspond to the tip positions of black (red) dots in (a). Reproduced from Ref. [132] with permission. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 16. Selective enhancement of vibrational modes by tip-enhanced IETS. IETS of a D2O monomer acquired with different types of tips, showing that the tip-
enhanced IETS is very sensitive to the nature of tip apex. Tip #1 is sensitive to both the HOMO and HOMO-1. Tip #2 is sensitive to none of the orbitals. Tips #3–5 are
all sensitive to the HOMO, but with different resolution. The different vibrational modes of the D2O monomer are denoted as “R” (rotational), “B” (bending), and
“S”(stretching). Gray curves were acquired on the NaCl surface (denoted as “bkgd”). Reproduced from Ref. [132] with permission.
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prominent than the inelastic process, resulting in the dip feature. The observed dramatic increase of the spectral intensity arises from
the enhanced HOMO DOS with decreasing tip-molecule separation. On the other hand, the elastic processes (Fig. 19a and b) also
contribute to the asymmetric lineshape. But their contributions are opposite to each other and normally cancel out. Considering that
the resonant state (HOMO) of water couples more strongly to the tip, the process e2 in the elastic process (Fig. 19b) should be
enhanced and dominate over the other elastic channel, leading to the symmetric-to-asymmetric line shape change with decreasing tip
height [196,198,205].

It is worth noting that the relative conductance change in the tip-enhanced IETS could be as high as 30%, such that a high signal-
to-noise ratio of the IETS signal facilitates the accurate determination of the H-bonding strength, which is related to the redshift of the
D1 stretching mode [206]. Therefore, developing the tip-enhanced IETS is a crucial step for us to probe the NQEs of H-bonding
strength, which will be discussed in details in Section 5.

Although the intensity of IETS signal has been enhanced through the tip-enhanced techniques, it is still in the weak electron-
vibration (e-vib) interaction regime as the lifetime of the tunneling electron in the water molecule is very short due to the strong tip-
water coupling. Otherwise, for strong e-vib interaction, we expect much stronger signal or vibrational satellite peaks showing up,
which is absent in our measurements.

3. Recent developments of ab initio PIMD and applications to surface water

In the above sections, we have summarized the recent advances of STM/S measurements on surface water, especially the ability of
accessing the degree of freedom of protons. Now we turn to the theoretical part of this review. Developments of the first-principle
methods mean that nowadays many of the experimental measurements can be understood in detail. These methods include STM
imaging [207], surface and adsorption energy calculations [208], finite-temperature MD [209], and transition state searching [210],
etc. In our studies, we have resorted to these methods for the understanding of the experimental observations [131,132,175,177]. A
thorough description of these methods is a demanding task and clearly beyond the scope of this review. We refer the readers to Refs.
[207–210] for details of this wide range of methods. In other sections of this review, the theoretical results have been discussed
together with the experimental observation for the completeness of each story. Since the quantum nature of surface water is the
specific problem we emphasize in this review, in this section, we focus on one method for the descriptions of the quantum nature of
the H bonds in interfacial water, i.e. ab initio PIMD. We will summarize its developments for the simulations of realistic polyatomic
systems starting from the early 1980s, its application to the understanding of the quantum nature of H bonds, and its recent ap-
plications to the simulations of surface water, separately.

3.1. Recent developments of the ab initio PIMD method

In a realistic molecule as well as in condensed matter, the system we want to simulate is a many-body entity composed of many
electrons and many nuclei. In descriptions of the nuclei, when the classical approximation does not work, a natural choice is to
construct a high-dimensional PES and solve the Schrödinger equation for the many-body entity of the nuclei. In so doing, the
statistical and dynamical properties of the nuclei can be described very accurately at the quantum mechanical level. In the last
∼20 years, this method has been very successfully applied to the studies of simple gas-phase reactions [82–84]. Because of the scaling
problem in constructing the high-dimensional PES and solving the Schrödinger equation, the targeting problems are normally re-
stricted to very small systems. In larger molecules and condensed matter, an alternative practical method is required.

Such a practical scheme can be provided by R.P. Feynman’s path-integral representation of quantum mechanics [85]. Using finite-
temperature sampling techniques like MD or Monte-Carlo (MC), a series of path-integral simulations had been carried out in the
1980s for the description of the nuclear quantum effects (NQEs) in condensed matter and molecular systems [86–90,92]. One feature
in common in these simulations is that the interatomic potentials were modelled using force-fields. As a consequence, many inter-
esting processes involving chemical bond breaking/forming could not be addressed. In the 1990s, using Car-Parrinello MD, these
path-integral based simulations started to tackle these problems in an on-the-fly manner. Many interesting phenomena have been
found [30,31,91], in which NQEs in terms of zero-point energy and quantum tunneling played a crucial role. After 2000, these path-
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Fig. 19. Tunneling processes involved at the threshold bias and contributing to IETS. (a) One-electron elastic process: One electron makes an inelastic transition
downward from the left to the right electrode, emitting a vibration; the same electron re-absorbs this vibration and makes an inelastic transition upward at the right
electrode. (b) Two-electron elastic process: One electron tunnels inelastically from the left to the right electrode, emitting a vibration; a second electron makes an
inelastic transition upward at the left electrode, re-absorbing the emitted vibration. (c) One-electron inelastic transition from the left to the right electrode. In our case,
the molecular resonance couples stronger to the tip, so the process (b) is enhanced. Reproduced from Ref. [132] with permission.
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integral simulations have been further extended to rigorous Born-Oppenheimer MD/MC [45,93,98,100,101]. These ab initio PIMD
simulations were normally done using electronic structures calculated on-the-fly with standard local or semi-local functionals within
the density-functional theory. There exist problems when the so-called delocalization error of the electrons are serious [211]. In such
cases, it is necessary to resort to more complicated functionals like the hybrid one, or the quantum chemistry methods. Recently,
PIMD simulations based on quantum chemistry methods like MP2 were reported [95,96]. This new choice of the electronic structures
provides a more flexible recipe in dealing with systems when standard local or semi-local functionals do not work. Most recently,
methods like thermodynamic integration (TI) were further combined with ab initio PIMD for the calculation of the free-energies
[94,97,99,102]. All these developments provide the tools to perform more practical simulations of the NQEs in realistic systems,
accurately.

3.2. The principles of path-integral simulations

Using electronic structures calculated on-the-fly, ab initio PIMD method relies crucially on the treatment of temperature as an
imaginary time and the representation of the quantum mechanical nuclear density matrix in terms of a fictitious polymer [91],
through:
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Here, mj is the mass of the j-th nucleus; =β k T1/( )B , with kB meaning the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature. P is the
number of replicas in the fictitious polymer, i.e. the number of sampling points for the imaginary time path-integral. This replica is
also called an image or a bead. The beads are coupled to each other by nearest neighbor harmonic interactions with the spring
constants defined as m ωj P

2 where =ω P β/( ℏ)P . xi means the spatial configuration of the nuclei on the i-th bead of the fictitious
polymer, and xi

j represents the position of the j-th atom in the i-th bead. Each bead is subjected to a potential, defined by …V x x( , , )i i
N1 ,

obtained from the ab initio calculations.
In Eq. (1), if we take =x xP0 , the density matrix evolves into its diagonal part, i.e. the quantum density function. The partition

function of the quantum system can be further obtained from:
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In so doing, all quantum statistical properties of a quantum system can be obtained. Pictorially, this can be understood by the
mapping between the quantum system and the polymer as shown in Fig. 20. When =P 1, the system is purely classical, but when P
becomes infinite, Eq. (2) rigorously reaches the quantum limit.

Fig. 20. Illustration of how the quantum system is mapped to a polymer in the path-integral simulations. molecule is taken as the example. What one does in the
simulation is to construct an artificial polymer, which is composed by P beads of the real molecule. In each bead, the potential is determined by the potential of the
molecule at the specific spatial configuration of this bead. In between the beads, the neighboring images (beads) of the same atoms are linked by springs.
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3.3. Application to NQEs in H-bonded systems

Starting from the 1950s, it has been known that replacing H by D in H-bonded molecular crystals can result in noticeable changes
of the lattice constants [212]. This phenomenon is called the Ubbelohde effect [213]. The implication is that nuclear statistical effects
in the quantum limit also impact on the intermolecular interactions. This leads to a substantial improvement over the traditional
“ball-and-stick” model in descriptions of chemical bonding interactions [81]. From the theoretical perspective, ever since the path-
integral based methods were used to study the NQEs in realistic poly-atomic systems, the question concerning how NQEs impact on
the strength of H-bonds in large molecular systems and condensed matter had been a subject of intense research
[7,29,31,32,63,64,98,103–111]. For smaller water clusters, alternative quantum mechanical methods for the descriptions of the
intermolecular vibrations such as diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC) and second-order vibrational perturbation theory also played an
important role to inject new insights into how the traditional “ball-and-stick” model could be improved to provide an accurate
description of the finite-temperature intermolecular interactions [81,214].

At present, a picture based on the competition of the NQEs on the intramolecular covalent bond stretching and intermolecular H
bond bending was often used to interpret the computer simulation results [7,32,98,110], and to rationalize the corresponding ex-
periments [132]. In this picture, the NQEs on the intramolecular covalent bond stretching mode strengthen intermolecular inter-
actions, in comparison with the classical “ball-and-stick” model results. The NQEs on the intermolecular bending modes, on the other
hand, weaken such interactions compared with the classical results. The final influence of NQEs, therefore, depends on the com-
petition between contributions from these different modes [98]. For typical weak H bonds, it is easier for the NQEs to bend the H
bonds in comparison with the covalent bond stretching. As a consequence, the NQEs weaken the intermolecular H-bonding inter-
actions. For typical strong H bonds, the NQEs on the stretching modes are often dominant. Consequently, NQEs strengthen inter-
molecular interactions. Recently, this physical picture has been experimentally confirmed by STM [132], which will be discussed in
Section 5. Considering the fact that in classical statistics this competition between different vibrational modes also exists, in liquid
water, raising the temperature by 30 K in comparison with the classical simulation at room temperature often gives a very accurate
description for the influence of NQEs on structural properties [106]. In other H-bonded systems, this is not guaranteed.

3.4. Further applications to surface problems and surface water

A large part of the success of first-principle computer simulation methods can be reflected by their applications to surface science
problems [207,208]. Among them, applications to surface water have made a great contribution. One early example is the prediction
that water dissociates barrierlessly on Ru (0001) [215]. Motivated by this study, ab initio simulations have significantly improved our
understanding of the behavior of water on metal surfaces over the last decades [146]. We note that these simulations have resorted to
the “ball-and-stick” model for the description of the chemical bonding interactions. Due to the light mass of H and the quantum
nature of H bonds, a fully quantum description of the structures and reactions of surface water becomes necessary.

One early effort to understand the influence of NQEs on the adsorption energy was done for a water molecule on MgO(001) at low
coverage using path-integral simulations [216]. Roughly at the same time, by comparing the structures obtained from the ab initio
PIMD simulations with those obtained from the ab initio MD simulations, delocalized H within the water-hydroxyl monolayer was
also predicted on some transition metal surfaces [45]. Some of these theoretical results agree well with the available experimental
observations [15]. However, due to experimental restrictions on the spatial and temporal resolution for the processes measured and
the relatively large computational cost of the theoretical simulations, systematic studies on how NQEs impact on the geometry,
adsorption energies, and dynamics of surface water systems are very scarce.

One problem which is related but not exactly the same is the behavior of H diffusion on transition metal surfaces. Starting from
the earlier 1990s, comparatively speaking, this problem has been studied quite systematically [217–223]. Evolution of the kinetic
constant as a function of inverse temperature gives a clear indication where the dynamics changes from classical hopping to quantum
tunneling [217]. At a fixed temperature, isotope substation also gives some hints on how the NQEs impact on the dynamical process.
We believe similar methods can be used to study problems concerning the diffusion and clustering of water molecules on surfaces.
And more systematic theoretical and experimental studies on surface water are highly desired.

The recent advances in STM/S towards accessing the quantum degree of freedom of protons actually enable the direct and
quantitative comparison with ab initio PIMD simulations. On the one hand, the results by STM/S set an atomic-scale reference for the
ab initio PIMD method to test its validity. On the other hand, the perfect match between the two methods may help reveal the
underlying mechanism of NQEs in a more decisive way. In the following two sections, we will discuss how the combination of STM/S
and PIMD are used to attack two key issues of NQEs at a water/solid interface: concerted proton tunneling and anharmonic zero-point
motion.

4. Concerted proton tunneling in water nanoclusters

4.1. Background

Proton tunneling is fundamental to many physical, chemical and biological processes [1,8,9,75,224–228]. In comparison with the
well-studied single proton tunneling, many-body tunneling is more complicated but participates in much broader proton dynamic
processes, for instance, the phase transition of ice [11,17,32], molecular tautomerization and enzyme catalysis reactions
[66,67,70,71,133]. However, our understanding of multiple proton tunneling is far from complete. Since protons within a H-bonding
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network are usually correlated [229], the proton tunneling may occur in a collective way. To date, some spectroscopic studies
reported concerted proton tunneling in ices and H-bonded crystals [11,16,17], but the evidence is quite indirect and elusive. In
addition, the correlated tunneling of protons is very sensitive to the local environment due to the demanding requirement of phase
coherence among protons. Spectroscopic techniques are not able to provide such local information because of the limited spatial
resolution.

STM has shown the capability to probe and manipulate the intramolecular and intermolecular proton dynamics at the single-
molecule level [15,46,49,130,230–232]. What is more, the impact of local environment on the proton dynamics has also been
investigated by modifying the surrounding environment with atomic precision [15,232]. However, the observed proton hopping in
those works was mainly induced by inelastic tunneling electrons or thermal fluctuations, leading to classical over-barrier motion,
whereas the through-barrier quantum tunneling of proton was seldom explored.

As a pioneering work, Lauhon and Ho directly observed with STM, the quantum tunneling of single H atoms on Cu(001) surface
and further characterized the transition temperature (60 K) from thermally excited hopping to quantum tunneling based on the
dependence of H/D hopping rate on the temperature [13]. Subsequently, the quantum tunneling of heavy atoms and molecules were
also directly visualized with STM [127–129]. What’s more, Kumagai et al. suggested that the H tunneling was involved in the flipping
motion of OH/OD group and H bond exchange within the water dimer [14,49]. The sequential proton tunneling has also been
evidenced in the H-bonded water-hydroxyl chain [130]. Recently, Koch et al. presented the direct observation of stepwise double
proton tunneling in a single porphycene molecule on a Ag(110) Surface [133]. In spite of those great achievements, whether the
concerted proton tunneling exists or not still remains controversial [17,32,33,233]. In this section, we present the direct observation
of concerted proton tunneling in a cyclic water tetramer adsorbed on the NaCl(001) surface [131,234] using the submolecular-
resolution imaging technique [175].

4.2. Chirality switching of the water tetramer

Water tetramers adsorbed on the NaCl surface exhibit two different chiral states, clockwise and anticlockwise H-bonded loops,
which can be distinguished by orbital imaging based on STM (Section 2.1) [175]. Apparently, the chirality of a water tetramer could
be switched once the four H-bonded protons collectively transfer towards the nearest neighbor oxygen atoms through the H bonds.
Therefore, the proton transfer dynamics can be investigated by probing the chirality switching of the water tetramer.

Using a Cl-terminated tip, we show the possibility of manipulating the reversible interconversion of two different chiral states of
the water tetramer in a well-controlled manner (Fig. 21a). The proton dynamics could be monitored by recording the tunneling
current as a function of time (Fig. 21b). When the tip is far above the water tetramer, the tunneling current is constant, indicating the
chirality switching doesn’t happen. After approaching the Cl-tip towards the tetramer, the tunneling current increases dramatically
and splits into two levels. The upward and downward jump of the tunneling current from one level to the other arises from the
reversible interconversion between the two chiral states. The Cl-tip was usually positioned slightly off the center of the tetramer in
order to read out the current difference between the two chiral states. Retracting the tip to the initial height at any of the two levels
left the tetramer in a certain chirality, which could be identified by high-resolution orbital imaging. This method allows us to
attribute the high and low current level to the anticlockwise state (AS) and clockwise state (CS) of the water tetramer, respectively.
Besides the two-level current trace, we also observed multi-level (three, four, five and six levels) current trace, which may arise from
the structural relaxation of the Cl atom adsorbed at the tip apex at small tip-water distance [131].

In order to analyze the chirality switching in a quantitative way, the switching rates of AS→ CS and CS→AS are extracted from
the current versus time trace by fitting the lifetime distribution of the higher and lower current levels, respectively, to an exponential
decay (Fig. 22). To achieve reliable statistics of the intervals of each state, hundreds of switching events are required. The switching
rate was obtained simply by taking the inverse of the decay constants.

4.3. Mechanism of the proton transfer

In order to explore the mechanism of proton transfer in the water tetramer, we carried out a series of controlled experiments by
varying the bias voltage and temperature as well as isotope substitution experiments. As shown in Fig. 23a, within the sample bias
range from −6mV to 4mV, the switching rates of AS→ CS and CS→AS remain nearly the same. It suggests that both of the
switching rates are independent on the magnitude as well as the polarity of the bias voltage and the tunneling current. When the
sample bias was set to zero, the switching dynamics did not cease, but with the same rate as the case of finite bias voltages. These
results reveal that the chirality switching is neither induced by the excitation of the inelastic tunneling electrons [151,235], nor by
the electric field between the tip and the sample [236].

Another very important factor that might dominate the proton dynamics is the thermal effect. Upon changing the temperature from
5K to 15 K, the switching rates of the water tetramer stay almost constant except for the slight increase at 15 K (Fig. 23b), clearly
deviating from the Arrhenius-law behavior, which excluded the influence of the thermal fluctuations [13]. Therefore, it is very likely
that the proton transfer in the water tetramer is driven by quantum tunneling. The proton tunneling was further confirmed by the
isotope substitution experiment, which showed that the switching rate of a D2O tetramer dropped two orders of magnitude with respect
to the H2O tetramer (Fig. 23c). The similar isotope effect has been observed in the H bond exchange process within a water dimer
adsorbed on the Cu(110) surface at 6 K [49]. However, whether the many-body tunneling is concerted or sequential is still unclear.

We notice that strong isotope effect for the anion state was also reported by Petek et al. previously, where the lifetime of the anion
state is quite long [237]. In our experiment, the lifetime of the tunneling electron staying in the water molecule is very short and the
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Fig. 21. Chirality switching of a water tetramer. (a) Manipulation procedure of chirality switching of a water tetramer with a Cl-functionalized tip. Left, the tetramer
stays in the clockwise state (CS) at large tip height (5 mV and 5 pA). Middle, approaching the tip toward water tetramer by 230 pm, then the tetramer would undergo
reversible interconversion between two H-bonding chiralities. Right, retracing the tip to the original tip height leaves the tetramer in the anticlockwise state (AS). (b)
Tunneling current trace during chirality switching acquired at the position of green stars on the water tetramer. The higher and lower level of current correspond to the
AS and CS state, respectively. The adsorption configuration and STM images of CS and AS state of tetramer are inserted in the (b). O, H, Au, Cl− and Na+ are denoted
by red, white, golden, cyan and blue spheres, respectively. Reproduced from Ref. [131] with permission. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 22. Extraction of the chirality switching rate. Based on the current trace versus time (inset), we obtain the lifetime distribution (bin size: 0.6 s) of the clockwise
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with permission. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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electron will transfer to the tip quickly due to the strong tip-molecule coupling [131,175]. Therefore, the isotope effects of the
chirality switching rate in our experiment occur in the neutral water molecule.

To gain deeper insights into the proton tunneling, we calculated the reaction barrier for the interchange between the AS and CS of
the water tetramer using the climbing image nudged elastic band (cNEB) method [238] based on ab initio DFT. Calculation results
verified that the energy barrier is the lowest when the four protons hop concertedly towards the nearest neighbor oxygen atoms
(Fig. 24a). Any conceivable sequential or stepwise rearrangement of the protons would result in significantly higher barrier heights
(Fig. 24b). In addition, the collective rotation of four water molecules could also lead to the chirality switching of water tetramers.
However, such a mechanism could be excluded considering the following two points. On the one hand, the calculated reaction barrier
exhibits a monotonic decrease when approaching the tip to the water tetramer, which is not agreement with the experimental
behavior (Fig. 25a, see the discussion in Section 4.4). On the other hand, in contrast to the substantial reduction of the switching
barrier due to NQEs for collective proton tunneling, NQEs on the barrier of collective molecular rotation are much weaker according
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Fig. 23. Quantum nature of the proton transfer in the water tetramer. (a) Switching rate and tunneling current as a function of the sample bias with the tip height of
−295 pm. (b) Switching rate as a function of temperature. Sample bias: 5mV and tip height: −260 pm. The dashes lines in (a) and (b) are the average of switching
rates. (c) Tunneling current trace of H2O and D2O water tetramer during chirality switching. Tip height is referenced to the gap set with V=5mV and I= 5 pA.
Reproduced from Ref. [131] with permission.
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to the PIMD simulations. The preference of concerted proton movement was also substantiated by constrained PIMD simulations in a
H-bonded loop of bulk ice recently [33]. In addition, both the barrier height and width were reduced once the Cl-tip was positioned
above the center of the tetramer (Fig. 24a).

We noticed that the minimal reaction barrier is about several hundreds of meV, which is too high to be overcome by classical
thermal fluctuations or electron excitation, as the experiment was conducted at low temperature (T < 20 K) and small bias voltage
(V < 10mV). Therefore, the interchange of the AS and CS of the water tetramer is dominated by concerted and collective quantum
tunneling of four protons. As a matter of fact, our NEB calculation shows that along with the proton transfer motion as displayed in
Fig. 24a, the oxygen atoms in the tetramer undergo inward displacement simultaneously. It is likely that the internal breathing mode
of the tetramer is involved in the concerted proton tunneling process, leading to a phonon-assisted tunneling process [239,240].

4.4. Impact of local environments on the concerted proton tunneling

The Cl-tip can be used to probe the impact of atomic-scale environment on the concerted proton tunneling by tuning the coupling
between the Cl-tip and the water tetramer in xyz dimensions. We first investigate the effect of tip height (z dimension). As presented
in Fig. 25a, the proton tunneling in the water tetramer is extraordinarily sensitive to the tip-molecule distance. Moving the tip toward
the water tetramer, the switching rates first undergo an initial rise (region I) followed by a rapid drop (region II). At smaller tip
heights, the switching rate of CS→AS is much larger than the AS→ CS, implying that the water tetramer prefers to stay at the AS,
which is caused by the asymmetric double-well potential. Such an asymmetry can be understood considering the fact that the STM tip
was not located at the perfect geometry center of the water tetramer so as to distinguish the two chiral states.

In order to understand the dependence of switching rate on the tip height, we calculated the effective energy barrier by sub-
tracting from the original potential barrier the zero-point energy difference between the initial and transition states of the adsorbed
water tetramer (Fig. 25b). As the tip moved towards the water tetramer, both the barrier height and width fall off. Further decreasing
the tip height, the barrier height and width exhibit a reversal behavior, which is consistent with the experimental observations
(Fig. 25a).

To clarify the crucial role of the Cl-decorated tip in the tetramer switching, we calculated the electron density differences of Cl-
tip/tetramer/NaCl-bilayer system (Fig. 25c) in a plane perpendicular to the surface (Fig. 25d–f). DFT calculations reveal that the Cl
atom at the tip apex is not neutral, but negatively charged with a partial charge of 0.4e. When a Cl-tip was placed above the tetramer,
local charge rearrangement appeared with depletion (accumulation) of density on the H (Cl) atoms, implying the formation of weak
electrostatic attractive interaction between the H+ and Clδ− (Fig. 25d). At smaller tip height, the charge rearrangement is enhanced

AS CS

Fig. 24. Reaction barrier for the chirality switching of water tetramer. (a) Reaction barrier for the concerted proton transfer in a water tetramer with and without tip.
Insets show snapshots along the transition path. The calculated reaction barrier did not include the ZPE correction. (b) Energy profile of the stepwise proton transfer in
a water tetramer. In a stepwise proton transfer process two paired defect states (PD1 and PD2) and a separated paired state (SPD) are visited. Insets show the structures
of these states. Reproduced from Ref. [131] with permission.
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producing stronger electrostatic force (Fig. 25e). This attractive interaction facilitates the proton transfer through the H bonds. Thus,
the reaction barrier is lowered when the Cl-terminated tip approaches the water tetramer. However, Coulomb repulsion between the
O2− and Clδ− gradually dominants over the H+ and Clδ− attraction when the tip-water distance is too small (Fig. 25f), leading to the
expansion of OeO separation and consequently the rapid increase of reaction barrier. Therefore, the switching rates of the two H-
bonded chiral states of the tetramer are very sensitive to the local environment, determined by the delicate competition between the
H+–Clδ− attraction and the O2−–Clδ− repulsion.

Another very interesting finding is that the concerted proton tunneling is extremely sensitive to the lateral position of the Cl-tip
(x–y dimensions). Moving the tip only 0.5 Å from the center to the edge of the tetramer, the switching rates dropped by almost one
order of magnitude (Fig. 26). Such a fast decay is closely related to the collective and concerted nature of the proton tunneling. When
the Cl-tip was at the center of the tetramer, the Cl anion at the tip apex interacted with the four protons equally. Then four protons
could be considered as a quantum quasiparticle and moved in a fully correlated manner. However, the degeneracy of the four H
bonds was broken because of the asymmetric coupling between the Cl anion and the four protons once the tip was positioned off the
center of the tetramer. As a result, the correlated proton tunneling would be dramatically suppressed. In addition, the collective
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Fig. 25. Dependence of the switching rate on the tip height. (a) Switching rate as a function of tip height. With decreasing tip height, the switching rate first undergoes
a rise (region I), then a rapid drop (region II). Sample bias: 5mV. Tip height is referenced to the gap set with V=5mV and I=5 pA. (b) Calculated effective barrier
height and full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) as a function of tip height after considering the ZPE difference between the initial and transition states. The tip height
is defined as the distance between the Cl atom on the tip and the centroid of four oxygen atoms of the water tetramer. The dashed lines denote the barrier height and
width without the tip. (c) Schematic model of C-tip/water tetramer/NaCl system. (d–f) Calculated electron density difference of the experimental system (a) at the
plane perpendicular to the NaCl surface with the tip-water distance of 4.3 Å (d), 3.5 Å (e), 2.3 Å (f), respectively. Red and blue in the color bar represent electron gain
and depletion, respectively. The units of electron density are e Å−3. Reproduced from Ref. [131] with permission.

Fig. 26. Dependence of the switching rate on the lateral position of the Cl-tip. (a, b) Switching rates acquired at the different lateral positions of the tip along the 0° and
45° direction away from the center of the tetramer (highlighted by the green arrows), respectively. The zero point of the tip position is set about 0.1 Å away from the
center of the tetramer so as to distinguish the two different chiral states in the tunneling current. The error bars represent the standard error. Sample bias: 5mV. Tip
height: −265 pm referenced to the gap set with V=5mV and I=5 pA. Reproduced from Ref. [131] with permission.
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proton tunneling could also be destroyed upon the partial deuteration, which has been reported by Drechsel-Grau and Marx through
PIMD simulations [136,233].

4.5. Recent advances of concerted proton tunneling in water and ice

Recently, similar concerted proton tunneling has been also observed in water hexamer prism and bulk ice, using rotational
spectroscopy [16] and dielectric measurement [34], respectively, indicating that it may be a very general phenomenon in water/ice
and other H-bonded materials. In addition, the existence of concerted proton tunneling implies that the proton dynamics in ice does
not freeze out even at very low temperature [17], which may be responsible for the nonzero value of the zero-temperature entropy of
ices Ih [241]. A recent theoretical study pointed out that the protons in ice Ih could form a quantum liquid at low temperatures, in
which protons are not merely disordered, but continually fluctuate between different configurations obeying the ice rules [242].

5. Nuclear quantum effects of H-bonding strength

5.1. Background

NQEs, in terms of zero-point fluctuation, could influence the H-bonding interactions and consequently the structure of H-bonded
networks due to the anharmonic nature of the potential well (see Section 1.1). For instance, high-pressure ice exhibits a prominent
proton delocalization effect between the oxygen atoms due to the relatively small OeO separation, leading to the blurring between
covalent bond and H bond [1,35,107,243]. The magnitude of proton delocalization is quite sensitive to the distance of two nearest
neighbouring oxygen atoms, as evidenced in the water-hydroxyl complex on metal surfaces using the PIMD calculations [45]. Ex-
perimentally, the symmetric H bond was observed in a water-hydroxyl complex on Cu(110) surface by STM [46], which confirmed
the proton delocalization effect.

Conventionally, the Ubbelohde effect yields an elongation of the OeO distance and the weakening of H bond upon deuteration,
whereas the reverse Ubbelohde effect has also been observed [121,213]. SFG spectroscopy combined with PIMD calculations re-
vealed that the NQEs influence the bond orientation of the interfacial water (HOD), in which the OH bond prefers to orient up toward
the vapor phase, whereas the OD tends to form a D bond with the bulk water because of the stronger D bond of the deuterium [126].
In HF H-bonded systems, both weakening and strengthening of H bond by NQEs was reported by the theoretical PIMD calculations,
depending on the cluster size [64,81,244]. Up to now, a clear cohesive picture for the influence of NQEs on the H-bonding strength at
the atomic level is still not available and it still remains an open question how large the quantum component of the H bond is in spite
of the enormous theoretical efforts devoted to proper treatment of the nuclear motion at the quantum mechanical level
[4,30,98,106,245].

The estimation of H-bonding strength comes from the redshift (softening) in the X–H stretching frequency of the H-bond donor
molecule [206]. As described in Section 2.2, the recently developed tip-enhanced IETS enables us to probe the vibrational energy of
OeH/D stretching mode with ultrahigh accuracy. In this section, we will report the quantitative assessment of NQEs on the strength
of a single H bond formed at a water-salt interface using the tip-enhanced IETS technique and discuss the key impact of the local
environment on the NQEs.
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5.2. Stretching mode of water monomers

The stretching mode of water is of particular interests since it is most sensitive to the H bond interactions and NQEs. However,
measuring reliable signals of stretching mode with STM-IETS has long been a challenge. Using tip-enhanced IETS, we can obtain the
high quality stretching band frequencies of a D2O monomer (Fig. 27a). As we already know, the water monomer adsorbed on the
NaCl surface in a “standing” configuration has one dangling OD and the other D-bonded OD [175]. Accordingly, the D2O shows two
distinct stretching modes (D1 and D2 in Fig. 27a). The energy of D2 mode coincides with that of the free OD stretching frequency and
thus should mainly arise from the upright dangling OD bond. The D1 mode exhibits considerable redshift because of formation of the
D bond with the NaCl surface. We have also acquired the IETS of a H2O monomer, in which only the red-shifted H1 mode appeared.
The signal of H2 mode might be too weak and beyond our detection limit.

Due to the coupling-induced mode mixing, the D1 (D2) mode actually corresponds to a symmetric (asymmetric) stretching mode.
We notice that the weight of the symmetric (asymmetric) stretching mode is mostly on the bonded (free) OD, suggesting a weak
coupling between the two modes. We note that the spectral intensity of symmetric stretching mode (D1) is much larger than that of
the asymmetric stretching mode (D2) (Fig. 27a), which can be explained by considering the symmetry of the vibrational modes and
electronic states [202]. As shown in Fig. 27b, both the HOMO and LUMO are symmetric with respect to the plane containing the line
equally dividing the DeOeD angle, and perpendicular to the DeOeD plane. Since the D2 mode is anti-symmetric with respect to the
plane, its matrix element should be much smaller than that of D1 mode, resulting much weaker IET signal. Recently, Shiotari et al.
also reported the role of molecular resonance state around EF in the qualitative analysis of IETS based on the propensity rules [246].
IETS propensity rules allow us to selectively activate the vibrational modes by properly functionalizing the tip apex, as discussed in
Section 2.2.4 (Fig. 16).

As mentioned in Section 2.2.4, we could obtain the intrinsic energies of the vibrational modes via extrapolating the fitting curves
to infinite tip height to eliminate the tip effect (Fig. 17). Compared with the OD stretching mode of a gas-phase HOD molecule
(338meV), the extrapolated D2 energy (338.7 ± 0.3meV) is mildly blue-shifted, mainly arising from the intramolecular vibrational
coupling between the D1 and D2 transition dipoles [247].

5.3. Tuning the H-bonding strength with Cl-tip

Using tip-enhanced IETS triggered by STM, we have obtained high-resolution vibrational signals of a water monomer adsorbed on
the Au(111)-supported 2 ML NaCl (001) films, in particular the stretching mode. By changing the tip height, we can tune the strength
of the H bond formed between the water and the NaCl substrate in analogy to high-pressure experiments. We plot the 2D color map of
the stretching bands of a D2O monomer as a function of tip height (Fig. 28a). The D1 and D2 modes are both red-shifted with
decreasing tip height. D2 mode vanishes at a certain tip height and subsequently D1 mode changes from symmetric line shape to
asymmetric Fano-shape feature. Further decreasing the tip-molecule distance, the energy of D1 mode keeps red-shifting. In a word, as
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Fig. 28. Tuning the H-bonding strength by adjusting the tip height. (a) Two dimensional (2D) IETS color map of the D1 and D2 mode of a D2O monomer as a function
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between the Cl atom at the tip apex and O atom of the water molecule. Reproduced from Ref. [132] with permission.
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the tip approaches the water molecule, the stretching modes shift to lower energies, implying a strengthening of the H bond. In such a
manner, we can continuously modify the H-bonding strength simply by adjusting the tip height.

In order to confirm that the H bond can be tuned by the tip, we calculated the electron density difference of tip/water/NaCl
system (Fig. 28b–d). When the tip is absent, except for the local charge rearrangement between the water molecule and the NaCl,
there is no obvious charge transfer or orbital hybridization. The charge rearrangement highlighted by dashed ellipse (Fig. 28b)
denotes the H-bond character between the D1 atom and the Cl− of the NaCl surface. When the STM tip is introduced, additional local
charge rearrangement appears between the D2 atom and the Cl atom at tip apex (Fig. 28c), indicating the formation of H bond
between the STM tip and the water molecule. As the tip height decreases, the water is gradually pushed close to the NaCl surface due
to the Pauli repulsion force between the close-shell water molecule and the Cl-tip, resulting in enhancement of the local charge
rearrangement in the regions of the two H bonds (highlighted by two ellipses in Fig. 28d). That is the reason why the H bond is
strengthened with decreasing tip height, corresponding to the measured redshifts of both D1 and D2 modes.

5.4. High-resolution IETS of the HOD monomer

As we have already mentioned in Section 5.2, the intramolecular vibrational coupling between D1 and D2 transition dipoles of the
D2O monomer leads to an additional shift of the measured energies, thus complicating the determination of the H-bonding energy.
While the intramolecular coupling is absent in a HOD monomer due to the large energy mismatch of the OH and OD stretching mode.
So, we switched to measure the IETS of the HOD monomer. Surprisingly, both the OH and OD stretching modes show considerable
redshifts (Fig. 29), suggesting they are both H-bonded. At smaller tip heights, the D2 mode appears coexisting with the D1 and H1
mode (Fig. 29a). These features indicate that the water monomer might be rapidly flipping so that the OH and OD form H-bonds with
the NaCl surface alternatively (Fig. 29b). To confirm such a flipping behavior, we calculated the flipping barrier using NEB method in
VASP. We found that the energy barrier for the flipping motion is as small as 20mV [132], such that the flipping motion of a water
monomer could be easily excited by the tunneling electrons during the IETS measurements.

In order to accurately extract the vibrational energy from the IET spectra, especially from those with asymmetric line shapes, we
fitted the IETS data using a model of resonantly enhanced IETS [196,205]:
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Here, σ is the total tunneling conductance, m is the electron-vibration coupling constant, ∈F is the Fermi energy. ∈a, resonance state
of the molecule, denotes the position of the molecular resonance with respect to EF, and is coupled to the left and right electrode with
constant ΓL and ΓR, respectively.

It should be noticed that the expression applies only when = = ≫ =Γ Γ Γ Γ ΓTip L R Sur. In our case, the water molecule is strongly
coupled to the STM tip, and decoupled from the Au substrate by the NaCl bilayer film, thus satisfying the requirement. With this
model, we achieve excellent agreement between simulated and experimental IETS data (Fig. 30).

5.5. Impact of NQEs on the strength of a single H bond

Due to the flipping motion of water monomer on NaCl surface, OH and OD form H bonds with the Cl− alternatively. This offers us
a perfect platform to probe the NQEs on the H-bonding strength by comparing the H1 and D1 modes in the same HOD molecule with
the same STM tip. First, we plot the ratio between the vibrational frequency of H1 and D1 stretching modes as a function of tip-water
distance (Fig. 31a). In general, the ratio decreases as the STM tip approaching the water molecule and crosses over the value of 1.361,
which is the ratio of the free HOD monomer in gas phase, where without NQEs [248]. In addition to the general decreasing trend
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(region II), reversal behaviors appear at the large and small tip heights (region I and region III in Fig. 31a). The variation of the ratio
at different tip heights clearly indicates that the H-bonding strength changes upon isotope substitution because of the NQEs. The data
of different molecules exhibit the same trend but with distinct variation, mainly due to the different tip apex structure and the
inhomogeneous local environment of the molecules resulting from the Au(111) substrate.

The H-bonding energy could be converted from the redshift of the H-bonded OH stretching frequency (relative to the free OH
stretching energy) using an empirical formula [206]:

= × νΔ H 1.3 Δ (5)

where ΔH is the H-bonding energy, in kJ/mol; νΔ is the redshift of the OH stretching mode, in cm−1. We could also convert the unit
of H-bonding strength to meV by: 1 kJ/mol= 10.4 meV/atom. To apply Eq. (5) to the OD stretching mode, the quantity ν (OH) νΔ
should be multiplied by a factor: =ν ν(OH)/ (OD) 1.3612 [248], where and ν (OD) are the OH and OD stretching frequencies of the
free HOD molecule, respectively. In tip-enhanced IETS, the tip-water coupling is very strong such that the HOMO of water can be
shifted and broadened significantly towards the EF, leading to very short lifetime of electron/hole staying in the water molecule.
Therefore, we are still in the weak electron-vibration (e-vib) interaction regime, which will not change the character of the OH and
OD stretching frequencies.

This empirical formula allows us to convert the redshifts of H1 and D1 into H-bonding energies, from which we obtained the
relative difference of H-bonding energy between OeH⋯Cl and OeD⋯Cl as a function of their averaged energies (Fig. 31b). Gen-
erally, the NQEs weaken the weak H bond and strengthen the relatively strong ones. In addition, we noticed that the impact of the
NQEs tends to fade out at the strong- and weak- H-bond limits. Surprisingly, the quantum component of the H bond could be up to
14%, which is even bigger than the thermal energy at room temperature. When taking the average of seven different groups of data
[132], the crossover behavior of the NQEs is still observable, but the turning point at the strong- and weak-bond limits are smeared
out. Therefore, the ability to probe the H-bonding strength at single bond limit is critical to accurately assess the impact of NQEs.

5.6. The physical picture of NQEs on the H-bonding strength

To explore the physical picture of the impact of NQEs on the H-bonding strength, we calculated the H1/D1⋯Cl distance and the
corresponding H-bonding energy based on the PIMD simulations. As the tip approaches the water molecule, the H-bond length
decreased and H-bond energy becomes stronger [132]. Additionally, prominent isotope effects on the H-bonding interactions are
demonstrated in Fig. 32a (black curve), nicely reproducing the experimental observations: the NQEs weaken the weak H bonds and
strengthen the strong ones, and tend to fade out at the strong- and weak-bond limits. Then, we compare the projection of OeH and
OeD covalent bonds length along the intermolecular axis. Interestingly, with decreasing tip height, the ratio of the projections
between OeH and OeD Fig. 32a (red curve) shows a similar behavior as the relative H-bonding energies difference between H and D.
Calculation results reveal that the anharmonic quantum fluctuations of OeH(D) mainly locate on the intramolecular covalent bond
stretching and intermolecular H-bond bending. On the one hand, the zero-point motion of OeH(D) stretching increases the pro-
jection, resulting in the enhancement of the H-bonding strength. On the other hand, the zero-point motion of the H-bond bending
makes the H-bond more bent, thus weakening the H bond. Therefore, there is a delicate competition between OeH(D) stretching and
H-bond bending that induces the isotope effect on the H-bonding energy.

However, this picture could not explain the reversal behaviors in regions I and III. For the turning point at the weak H-bond limit,
it is easy to understand since when there is no H-bonding interaction, the difference between the OeH⋯Cl and OeD⋯Cl bonding
energies simply disappears. At the strong-bond limit, the reversal feature is closely related to the noncolinear geometry of the
OeH⋯Cl H-bond. Generally speaking, the stronger the H bond is, the more collinear the geometry becomes, but it is not true for

Fig. 32. The mechanism of NQEs on the H-bonding strength. (a) Calculated H-bonding energy difference when replacing H with D (black) and the ratio between
averaged projection of OeH and OeD covalent bonds along the intermolecular axis (red) at different tip height. The projection geometry model is inserted in (a). Error
bars reflect the statistical error in the PIMD calculations. (b) Potential energy profiles along direction of H-bond bending motion (double-ended arrow in the inset)
acquired at three different tip heights (black: 285 pm, red: 325 pm, blue: 345 pm). Negative (positive) distance corresponds to the downward (upward) direction as
denoted by the double arrow (inset). Reproduced from Ref. [132] with permission.
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OeH⋯Cl H-bond because of the repulsive interaction between the H+ of the water and the Na+ of NaCl surface, which leads to the
noncolinear configuration of the OeH⋯Cl H bond.

In order to clarify how such a non-collinear H-bond geometry influence the NQEs, we moved the H atom along the axis corre-
sponding to the H-bond bending motion and plot the evolution of the PES for different tip heights (Fig. 32b). It is clear that while the
energy profiles on the right-hand side (distance>0) change mildly as the tip approaches the surface, the change of these profiles on
the left-hand side (distance< 0) becomes significantly steeper. The faster rise of the energy profile close to the surface means that the
zero-point motion of the H-bond bending mode tends to push the H atom further away from the surface, making the H-bond more
bent. Therefore, at the small tip height (strong H-bond case) the anharmonic bending motion is greatly enhanced, giving rise to the
turning point in region III. This is in clear contrast to the case of a normal collinear H-bond, where the anharmonic bending motion
becomes less pronounced as the H-bond gets stronger. This reversed behavior infers that the NQEs of the H bond is extremely
sensitive to the local environment, which is, at present, inaccessible by macroscopic spectroscopic methods.

The last point we want to emphasize concerning this picture of competition resides on the recently discovered temperature
dependence. In Watson-Crick CG base pair, Fang et al. found that the influence of NQEs can invert strengthening the intermolecular H
bond interaction to weakening it with decreasing temperatures [111]. This looks similar to the turnover discussed above. But we note
that the geometric noncolinear feature of the H bond does not exist in their system. To understand this, it is important to realize that
the occupation numbers of these different vibrational modes change with temperatures. At lower temperature, the bending modes
can be highly populated compared with the stretching mode. Since bending weakens the intermolecular H bond interaction. It is easy
to expect that this weakening feature can exist. As a matter of fact, in their paper [111], Fang and coauthors specifically calculated
the evolution of the occupation numbers of the bending and stretching modes at different temperatures as well as their impact on the
intermolecular interactions. They clearly demonstrated that the final influence can be rationalized using this competition of different
vibrational modes in a very clean manner. Therefore, in addition to the complexity induced by the noncolinear feature of the H bond,
this picture of competition between contributions of NQEs in bending and stretching modes can be enriched by further considering
this temperature dependence. This picture has been discussed in detail in a recent review [7].

6. Summary and outlook

In this review, we have presented the atomic-scale investigation of NQEs of water adsorbed on the NaCl(001) surface. This was
achieved by developing a series of imaging and spectroscopic techniques based on STM, which allow tracking the quantum motion of
H nuclei both in real space and energy space. Thanks to those novel techniques, it is possible to directly visualize the concerted
quantum tunneling of protons within the H-bonded network and quantify the quantum component of a single H bond at a water-solid
interface. Furthermore, we have explored the impact of the atomic-scale local environment on the NQEs in a well-controlled manner.
These findings not only renew our understanding of water from a quantum mechanical view, but also open up a new route for the
studies of other H-bonded systems and light-elements materials.

As a matter of fact, the investigation of NQEs with STM is still in its infancy and there are many important issues yet to be solved.
For instance, the studies in this review mainly focused on simple model systems. What if many-body correlation effects are entangled
with the NQEs? It would be very interesting to study such correlated NQEs in larger water clusters or more extended H-bonded
network such as overlayer ice. Considering that the collective and correlated NQEs in water should be susceptible to the partial
deuteration [17,233], we could conduct partially isotope substitution experiments in a controlled fashion, where the H2O and D2O
could be distinguished with tip-enhanced IETS and manipulated with the functionalized STM tip. In addition to the isotope effect, it is
also encouraging to explore how the confinement affects the NQEs, by changing different substrates and confinement geometries.
Moreover, simulation results reveal that the concerted proton tunneling in hexagonal ice changes to thermally activated sequential
over-barrier hopping at a surprisingly high transition temperature (∼200 K) [136]. Hence, it is imperative to carry out NQEs ex-
periments in a wide range of temperature to explore the transition temperature from quantum tunneling to classic hopping. So far,
most of the studies on NQEs are still focused on the quantum behavior of the protons themselves. The effect of nuclear quantization
on the electronic degree of freedom is yet to be clarified.

Technically, there is an urgent need to develop new ways to study the NQEs. For instance, quantum motion of protons as well as
the resulting electronic transition usually happen at rather short time scales (in the order of femtoseconds) [66,67], which is way
beyond the temporal-resolution of STM (usually in the order of a few hundred microseconds). Ultrafast laser combined STM has
been proven to be an efficient tool to overcome this limitation [249,250] and could be employed to investigate the ultrafast
dynamics of NQEs. Given the insulating nature of multilayer ice or liquid water, applying noncontact atomic force microscopy (nc-
AFM) to study NQEs in these complex systems is very essential. The state-of-the-art qPlus-based nc-AFM could gain much higher
sensitivity to the nuclear degree of freedom than STM by probing the short-range Pauli repulsion and electrostatic force
[180,251–257].

However, an intrinsic problem of STM and AFM is that all the probes inevitably induce perturbation to the fragile water structure,
due to the excitation of the tunneling electrons and the tip-water interaction forces, especially under the close-imaging condition
applied in order to achieve ultrahigh spatial resolution. Considering that the water molecule has a strong internal dipole moment, it is
promising to achieve the weak-disturbance AFM imaging of interfacial water by probing the high-order weak electrostatic force once
the tip apex is properly functionalized [258]. Furthermore, the nitrogen-vacancy (NV) center in diamond could act as a sensitive
atomic-scale probe to detect very weak magnetic signals such as the spin fluctuations of protons in water and conduct NMR spec-
troscopy at nanoscale [259–261]. Combing NV center with SPM provides a promising tool to probe the NQEs of interfacial water at
the ambient condition and in a nearly non-invasive manner.
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Theoretically, in spite of several reported successful applications on surface water [45,130–132,146,154,169,175,177], it is still
challenging to quantitatively decipher the atomistic details of these experimental observations. The environment of many experi-
mental observations is hard to be accounted for with accurate atomistic details. And some observables, e.g. the chemical reaction
rate, can be very sensitive to the underlying electronic structures. Changes of the transition barrier by a magnitude of chemical
accuracy (1 kcal/mol) may easily result in a rate change of more than 2 orders at low temperatures. For quantum tunneling in a high-
dimension system when the chemical reaction degree of freedom is strongly coupled to the others, an efficient computation scheme
which is able to discriminate the different tunneling channels and allow contributions from other degrees of freedom to be accounted
for accurately, is still lacking. When multiple light elements like protons are involved in this process, discriminating single and
concerted tunneling mechanism and providing useful atomistic detail of the later is also in its infancy stage
[15,33,130,131,133,136,233,234]. In short, there are promising possibility for exploring the exotic quantum states of light nuclei at
surfaces. The methods reviewed provide an option, but alluring challenges also exist. We hope this review can stimulate new the-
oretical and experimental studies in this direction.
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